Doctors, Nurses and Scientists on Protecting Your Child and Yourself.
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Here's some of what you'll find in this eye-opening report from the International Medical Council on Vaccination (www.VaccinationCouncil.org)

• A list of the many MDs, PhDs, NDs and other medical professionals who are signing onto this document.
• Why vaccines have NEVER been proven safe or effective.
• A list of some of the serious health side effects caused by vaccines.
• Why autism is associated with vaccines.
• The profit motivation behind the pharmaceutical industry's big vaccine push.
• A list of which institutions and organizations profit from your sickness.
• The shocking truth about what's IN vaccines (aborted fetal tissue, 59 different chemicals, DNA from diseased animals and more)
• An overview of some of the most dangerous vaccine ingredients
• The truth about conflicts of interest in the vaccine community and why doctors profit from vaccination policies
• Why vaccinated children have far worse health outcomes than unvaccinated children
• How to opt out of "mandatory" vaccines.
• Important advice for parents about how to protect the health of your children while saying NO to vaccines
• Online resources for learning more about the dangers of vaccines
• A list of recommended reading materials for further education

Other languages:

• Czech 144kb
• Greek 258kb
• English 268kb
• Spanish 276kb
• French 276kb
• Hebrew 352kb
• Icelandic 342kb
• Dutch (Netherlands) 250kb
• Russian 308kb
• Turkish 325kb

Special thanks to Vaclav Pavlusek for the Czech translation of this special report.

Vaccine Expert Interviews

Interview with Dr Andrew Wakefield about the British Medical Journal, science and vaccines

Interview with Sherri Tenpenny about dangers of vaccines

Interview with Dr Suzanne Humphries

Health Ranger Show #75: Interview with Dr. Sherri Tenpenny on the Dangers of Vaccines

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, author of "Saying No to Vaccines" shares revolting details of what vaccines are made of, how they harm human health and why Big Pharma keeps pushing them on everybody.
"This report is an absolute must-read for parents everywhere. It contains the facts about vaccines, children and immune health that the vaccine manufacturers and government health authorities don't want circulated. Whether or not you choose to vaccinate yourself or your children, you owe it to yourself to hear both side of the story before making a decision, and this report tells you the side of the story your doctor was never taught in medical school."

-Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, editor of NaturalNews.com